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I

Ians: humanoids living on a variety of planets in NGC 2548, including
Tcho; they have faintly yellow skin and purplish hair; aside from the
coloration, they could pass for Humans; when they anger, their faces
flush green; a warp-capable civilization which appears to be in
decline, meaning they’re losing their ability to maintain their
technology; only a few of their ships are still spaceworthy (the rest are
used as parts), and they ferry up to their ships from their planet using
space planes; a long time ago, the Ians ruled the star cluster NGC
2548; at first, they ruled it with complete compassion, and they looked
upon themselves as beneficent guides for civilizations amongst the
stars, but they grew vain with their self-image, and grew powerful;
soon, they were ruling the star cluster with an iron fist, and then the
Blastoneurons invaded; the lowliest of races in the star cluster, the
Cho-ta’M, were the ones who stopped the Blastoneurons, and the
Five Kings of the Ians rewarded the Cho-ta'M with a fleet of space
vessels; the Cho-ta'M, though, had studied the Cells so thoroughly
that they were able to use them to build the weapon, Arog-Da'M in
2175; they declared themselves masters of that star cluster,
destroying several planets and preventing the surviving worlds from
fraternizing with aliens from outside NGC 2548; unfortunately, they
destroyed those capable of maintaining their space fleets, and the
subjugated Ian civilization was in decline as a result; the Ians were
liberated in 2295 when the Cho-ta’M were defeated by the EnterpriseB and destroyed by a Romulan fleet; the Ians are now ruled by the
Romulans (source: Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)

“I Hate You”: punk rock song in 1986, written by Kirk Thatcher and
performed by Edge of Etiquette (source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage
Home by Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH)
I.D.: abbreviation for “identification” or “identification card” (source:
“The Price of Peace” by Randall Landers, OAB; “Mark of the Beast”
by Nomad, OAD)
I.D. card: colloquial term for “identification card,” one of which is
carried by all Starfleet personnel and most Federation citizens; they
can be used to access credit accounts; Starfleet cards feature a
holograph (source: “The Price of Peace” by Randall Landers, OAB;
“Mark of the Beast” by Nomad, OAD)
I.F.F. signal: abbreviation for “Interstellar Friend or Foe”; a signal
which identifies a vessel as either friend or foe (source: “False Colors”
by Ann Zewen, OAE)
I.K.C.: designation for “Imperial Klingon Cruiser” (source: Star Trek:
The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
I.K.K.: Imperial Klingon Ketch (source: Liberation from Hell by d.
William Roberts, OAE)
I.K.M.: Imperial Klingon Merchantman (source: Liberation from Hell
by d. William Roberts, OAE)

Ibej, _____: a Centaurian male; a cadet in Demora Sulu’s class; he
often taunted Cadet Hank Plenn, until Plenn snapped; Peter Kirk
determined Plann was out to kill Cadets Mayburn and Ibej with an old
style phaser he had in his case, and had Academy Security beam in
just in time (source: “Incident” by Rob Morris, OAH)

I.K.S.: designation for “Imperial Klingon Scout” (source: Deep Space
Nine by Michael Piller, Ira Behr & Robert Wolfe et al, DSN)
I.K.T.: registry of Imperial Klingon Transport (source: Liberation from
Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
I.P.: abbreviation for “interception point” (source: Star Trek: The
Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)

Iberez, Calita: a Human female of Morisco descent native to
Serenidad; born in 2261; she is thin without being gaunt; just
dusky-skinned enough to show a difference in heritage, with curves
that were somehow more visible for not jutting out in every direction;
her hair is dark and usually bound up in back in a tight ponytail that
could easily have folded into a bun; her nose is a Mediterranean
aquiline, the center of a face with high cheekbones and soft brown
eyes; as a child, she was molested by the headmaster of a school she
attended; Princess Teresa paid for her medical school, and she
studied epidemiology; in 2293, Princess Teresa introduced her to
Peter Kirk, and Kirk and Iberez became engaged; she is not the Royal
Physician, however, as that position is an inherited one; she works at
the Royal Clinic and she is Leonard McCoy’s physician on Serenidad
as well as the physician who oversees Teresa’s injections of
proxodone; she has a small house in the Royal Compound; had to be
hospitalized in 2294 upon learning of Princess Teresa’s death; a short
time later, she cancelled her engagement with Peter Kirk (source:
Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris, OAH; “The Good Fight,” by Rob
Morris, OAH)

I.Q.: abbreviation for “intelligence quotient,” a measure of intelligence
(source: “The Human Equation” by Nomad, OAD)
I.R.C.: Imperial Romulan Cruiser (source: Liberation from Hell by d.
William Roberts, OAE)
I.R.W.: Imperial Romulan Warbird (source: Liberation from Hell by d.
William Roberts, OAE)
I-Chaya: Spock’s pet sehlat; it was his father’s before it was his; killed
by a le-matya; (source: “The Killer Instinct” by Phillip Mucha;
“Yesteryear” by D.C. Fontana, TAS1)
i’ila: a Haole word for a creature with big ears and a loud voice;
similar to a Terran donkey; it is also used to describe those who can
both 'hear' and 'speak' telepathically at a great distance; A’ma is an
i’ila (source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
I'ima: a Haole female; a member of the Haole Council of Elders in the
2190's (source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)

Icarus 4: a magnitude 7 rogue comet in the vicinity of the Romulan
Neutral Zone (source: “Balance of Terror” by Paul Schneider, TOS1)

“I’ll Take You Home Again, Kathleen”: an Irish folk song sang by
Riley in engineering after taking over the ship (source: “The Naked
Time” by John D.F. Black, TOS1)

“Iceman”: the nickname Curzon Dax uses for Koloth (source: “Blood
Oath” by Peter Allen Fields, DSN2)

Iaffrey, Darren: a Human male; the late husband of Galori Iaffrey; he
died in the 2270's (source: The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl,
OAG)

Ichiban: a restaurant located in the city of Atlanta on Earth; Japanese
for “number one” (source: “The Anniversary Gift” by Donna Clark,
OAA; Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

Iaffrey, Galori, Ph.D.: a Terran female; mother of Doctor Anaper Oti;
a beautiful, raven-haired construction engineer; she was aboard the
Enterprise in 2288 to assist the inhabitants of Gamma Virginis II with
the revamping of the colony’s water supply and waste disposal
systems; she relocated to Gamma Virginis II and married Douglas
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ichthyoid: a fish-like lifeform (source: Chekov’s Enterprise by Randall
Landers, OAL)
ichthyoid barrier: an electronic field maintained by a series of buoys,
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and triggered by sensors; the barrier acts as an underwater repulsor
field which pushes any aquatic life larger than fifteen centimeters out
of the swimming area and keeps it out; the Cord Estate has one
located a quarter of a mile out that is activated whenever someone
descends the long staircase to the beachfront (source: A Little Family
Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)

Ilia, Lieutenant: an attractive Deltan female; a Starfleet officer, serial
number 07719, who briefly served aboard the Enterprise as its
navigator in 2273; she was absorbed by one of V’ger’s plasma-energy
probes; an acquaintance of Willard Decker (who was stationed on 114
Delta IV from 2269 to 2270); officially listed as “missing” (source: Star
Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)

Idaho: a territory on the North American continent; Kirk has an uncle
(his father’s brother) that has a farm there; see “Kirk, Jack” (source:
“Heaven” by Donna S. Frelick, OAE)

iliani: the Haole word equivalent for fish (source: The Children of

Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)

Idania: a city of Stradia, bombed out of existence before Stradia City
was captured; under reconstruction in 2274 (source: “Just a Routine
Assignment” by Ann Zewen, OAD; “Out of the Ashes” by Ann Zewen,
OAD)

Illah: an Acretian female; war-like and untrusting of strangers, she
serves as an advisor to Prime Regent Leah (source: "The Curtained
Sleep" by Ann Zewen, OAB)
Illyeekeek: ostensibly, a Yridian male; in actuality, it is an identity
assumed by the Klingon Durit for his illicit trading operations (source:
Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)

idazole antiparasitics: form of medication used to eliminate
parasitical infections in humanoids (source: The Plumber’s Helper by
Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

Illyra (Eta Cephei): a Federation star system located 46 lightyears
from Sol; an orange K0III giant star with one class M planet (source:
Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; “Mudd’s Passion” by Stephen Kandel,
TAS1)

identification card: type of card carried by all Starfleet personnel and
most Federation citizens; they can be used to access credit accounts;
Starfleet cards feature a holograph (source: “The Price of Peace” by
Randall Landers, OAB; “Mark of the Beast” by Nomad, OAD)

Illyra VI: very beautiful class M planet with an innocent and
friendly humanoid populace; galactic con man Harcourt Fenton
Mudd sold them Starfleet Academy in 2268 for enough credits to
get to Sirius IX (source: “Mudd’s Passion” by Stephen Kandel,
TAS1)

identiscan: an identity scan which uses retinal prints, finger (palm)
prints or voice prints (source: The Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)
IDIC: Vulcan term (and, coincidentally, the English abbreviation) for
the concept of “infinite diversity in infinite combinations”; symbolized
by a circle and triangle of aluminum and gold in a shiny and textured
finish, with a diamond jewel in the center; these different shapes and
materials represent the diverse things which come together to create
truth and beauty; to the Vulcans, the glory of creation lies in its infinite
diversity and meanings (source: “Is There in Truth, No Beauty?” by
Jean Lisette Aroeste, TOS3; “The Savage Curtain” by Gene
Roddenberry & Arthur Heinemann, TOS3)

Illyrans: a humanoid race, members of the Federation; native to Illyra
VI; humanoids with large, hairless skulls and large, pointed ears which
curl backwards (as opposed to curling forward, as Vulcan ears do);
speak English and other Federation languages with the use of voders
(mechanical voice boxes); their own language is above the range of
Human hearing; Illyrans are a rather gullible race—Harcourt Fenton
Mudd had once sold their government Starfleet Academy—but they
are also intellectual giants; multi-dimensional space-time coordinate
systems is taught in elementary schools on their planet (source:
“Mudd’s Passion” by Stephen Kandel, TAS1; Star Trek IV: The
Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH; Chekov’s Enterprise by
Randall Landers, OAL)

Idiomatic Human Interaction program: a human interaction
program featured in the computer of the larger Starfleet vessels; it
allows for easier operation of a computer by Humans (source: “Ad
Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)
’IH: pIqaD Klingonese term for “she is beautiful!” (source: The Klingon
Dictionary by Marc Okrand, TSfS)

imaging robots: supported by antigrav units, slightly larger versions
of hand-held holovid cameras; can float above events wished to be
recorded; used in the production of holovid tapes of sports events,
and on Xantharus IV, used to provide an intimate visual examination
of slaves on the auction block (source: “Incident on Xantharus” by
Nomad, OAA)

st

Ika, Bill, Doctor: a Terran male living in the 21 century; he was in
charge of the medical aspects of the Jovian Platform mission; he lived
near Mission Control (source: The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl,
OAG)
Ikkkk: a class M planet inhabited by malevolent Ians in NGC 2548; it
was destroyed by the Cho-ta’M’s biogenetic superweapon, Arog-Da’M
(source: Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)

Immamura, Ito: a Human male; a landing party member of one of the
search teams which beamed down to T Tauri II; he was injured by one
of the creatures there, suffering severe lacerations and a dislocated
shoulder (source: “The Galileo Seven” by Oliver Crawford & S. BarDavid, TOS1)

Ilario: a small, inhospitable class M Federation planetoid and former
mining colony that had provided survival training for nearly three
decades worth of Academy students; the planet originally was mined
for lithium, but was abandoned by its settlers when the veins of the
mineral petered out; the planet later served as a background for an
off-world project, one of the final training exercises for first-year
students; for two months the cadets were expected to work as a team
against the unforgiving backdrop of the harsh Ilarian environment;
leaders emerged from the handful of middies chosen each year; the
cadets are usually bunked in a biodome; in 2269, 22 freshman cadets
were stranded there; 20 of them were captured by Orions, who were
illegally mining the planet for trilithium, and held captive in the
biodome; the trilithium was found in a naturally occurring vein runs the
length of the fault line between two plates of the planet’s crust; the
Orion mining of that vein was causing extreme seismic activity

a Star Trek reference fanzine

Imperial Secret Service: see “Romulan Imperial Secret Service”
imploded matter: matter which has implosively collapsed upon itself;
Questar M17 is composed of imploded matter (source: “Beyond the
Farthest Star” by Samuel Peeples, TAS1)
impulse climb: following lift off from a planet’s surface, warp engines
should not be engaged (especially in a planet’s atmosphere) except
in an extreme emergency as it will deplete the antimatter reserve
supply; further, most warp engines leave gamma radiation trails which
could be detrimental to the environment of the planet; given this,
impulse engines are usually used by a ship to climb out of a planet’s
gravity well (source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard
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Nimoy et al, TVH)

“Intruder” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG; “Contact” by Jim Ausfahl, OAB; “A
Motley Crew” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK; “An Issue of Identity” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAK)

impulse engines: the auxiliary propulsion system of warp-powered
starships; in Constitution-class and Constitution II-class vessels, they
are located at the rear of the primary hull (saucer section); in the
Constitution starships, the impulse power was generated by nuclear
fusion; in the Constitution II starships, it is generated by matter/antimatter annihilation; impulse engines have faster-than-light capability,
although extremely limited (warp factor 2 is roughly equivalent to
sublight factor 10); on Constitution-class ships, there are four fusion
reactors which provide impulse power; these are identified by number
(for example, the Enterprise used reactors 1, 2 and 3 to make a “dent”
in Sylvia’s shield) (source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl,
TOS1; “Where No Man Has Gone Before” by Samuel Peeples, TOS1;
“Catspaw” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)

industrial scale: see “Richter’s Scale of Cultures”
Industrialization, Federation Bureau of: see “United Federation
of Planets”
inert tachyon field: a motion dampening field composed of inert
tachyons which surrounds Mu Leporis IX in a massive 300 cubic-AU
envelope; the purpose of this field, generated by the inhabitants of
that planet, is to help retain the oxygen in its atmosphere which would
seep into space due to the planet’s weak gravity (source: “Trapped”
by Pamela Corsa, OAB)
inertial dampeners: a component of a starship designed to keep its
crew from being injured from high speed maneuvers, acceleration and
deceleration; without them, warp drive is not possible (source: Star
Trek by Gene Roddenberry, TOS)

impulse manifolds: part of an engine that collects the exhaust gases
from the fusion chamber into the thrust vents; there are port and
starboard impulse manifolds on ships with two engines (source:
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

inertial guidance: a component of a starship’s navigation system
(source: Star Trek: Generations by Rick Berman, G)

impulse packs: located in the port and starboard impulse engines,
these devices have nuclear fusion rods; if the points decay, the entire
impulse engine assembly and its deck can be destroyed (source:
“Where No Man Has Gone Before” by Samuel Peeples, TOS1)

infinite diversity in infinite combinations: see “IDIC”
Influence of the Armored Fighting Vehicle on World War Two,
The: a historical text written by Charles Foster Murphy (source:
“Meeting at Xanadu” by Alex Rosen, OAB)

impulse power: energy generated by a ship’s impulse engines
(source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)

infra-sensory drugs: an experimental drug which reduces the
sensory input from the nerves of those treated with the medicine;
used in penal colonies (source: “Dagger of the Mind” by S. Bar-David,
TOS1)

impulse vent: each of the two impulse engines on a Constitutionclass starship has a vent through which radioactive gas, plasma and
ions are vented (source: “Obsession” by Art Wallace, TOS2)
impulse-retro power: the impulse engines of a warp sled shuttle are
used to decelerate while preparing to dock (source: Star Trek: The
Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)

infrared sensor system: heat-sensitive sensor system, used to
locate people; the system is so effective that it can detect the flame of
a single match anywhere on the planet (source: “Mudd’s Women” by
Stephen Kandel, TOS1; “The Man Trap” by George Clayton Johnson,
TOS1)

In Too Deep: a pornographic holovid starring Ariel Cord; she
performed with an Octorol (source: “Never Forget” by Nomad and
Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

Ing, Terrence, Cadet: a Human male; part of Reichard’s landing
party in 2297 on Varassing II; killed by Klingon disruptor after
Reichard was incapacitated (source: “Fallen Giants” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAK)

Indiana Jones and the Lost City of Gold: a movie still enjoyed in
the 23rd century; the crew of the Enterprise viewed it while at stationkeeping around the remains of the Aurora Borealis (source: “The
Wreck of the Aurora Borealis” by Cathy German, OAB)

Ingraham B: a class M Federation colony planet whose population
was decimated by the Blastoneurons in 2265; a few survivors carried
the Blastoneurons to Deneva (source: “Operation: Annihilate!” by
Stephen Carabatsos, TOS1)

Indians: Terrans native to the North and South American continents
as well as the Indian subcontinent were all called “Indians”; generally,
Indian refers to those born on the Indian subcontinent in the 23rd
century; see “Amerinds”

Ingram, Sam, Ensign: a Human male; in 2297, night shift weapons
officer; young, with limited experience but very quick; he’s much more
interested in security than weapons, but realizes that he has a lot of
experience to garner before he’s ready for such a post; hangs out a
lot with Wills Greggson, the Hyperion’s chief of security, just trying to
learn as much as he can (source: “The Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

Indri: a Terran male of Indian extraction from Punjabi; his name
comes from the fact that he was a foundling; his parents, whoever
they were, deposited him on the doorstep of an orphanage, in a cradle
made out of a salvaged cardboard box; his name is derived from the
box which was labeled in part “in driest possible conditions” meaning
that whatever was in the box had been hygroscopic and had to be
stored ‘in driest possible conditions’; the orphanage named him “Indri”
and the other kids at the orphanage more or less became family to
him; during the Kelvan War, he was promoted to Lieutenant; he
served as the assistant chief engineer of the Enterprise-A from 2286
until 2292; was originally aboard the Yorktown under the command of
Jawalahara and requested and received a transfer off the ship; he
served as the assistant chief engineer until April 2292 when he was
transferred off along with several other up and coming officers; while
aboard (and even afterwards) he went camping with Captain Kirk, Ken
Reichard and Pavel Chekov while on shore-leave; he was in between
assignments in 2296 when he accepted Uhura’s offer of becoming
Chief Engineer of the Hyperion and promoted to Commander (source:

a Star Trek reference fanzine

injectors, warp drive: see “warp drive injectors”
inlet flow sensors: an engine component on all Federation starships;
these devices monitor the intake from the hydrogen collector on the
front of the secondary hull; checked prior to departure from spacedock
(source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
inner eyelid, Vulcan: see “Vulcan inner eyelid”
Inner Forge, The: see “Vulcan’s Forge”
Inner Singer: the Iotian concept of self/soul developed in 2272 after
the population had read Let’s Be Reasonable, a 22nd century self-help
book, and the Terran Holy Bible (source: “Da Woid” by Cathy German,
OAD)
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Innys, _____, Admiral: a Centaurian male; assigned to Public
Relations to replace Admiral Tlondis who resigned after Harriman’s
suicide; in reality, it was his order that had Harriman take the illprepared Enterprise-B out on the publicity stunt that backfired (source:
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

medicine (source: “For the World Is Hollow and I Have Touch the Sky”
by Rik Vollaerts, TOS3; Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP)
intelligence quotient: measure of intelligence still in use, although
updated to measure skills and other factors (source: “The Human
Equation” by Nomad, OAD)

inoprovalene: a drug which raises a humanoid’s autonomic
responses (source: “Samaritan Snare” by Robert McCullough, TNG2)

Intensive Care Ward: a unit in Sickbay for the treatment of
recovering individuals, including those in shock (source: “Never
Forget” by Nomad and Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

Inquisitive, U.S.S.: a Verne-class scoutship; in 2219, the crew of the
Inquisitive attempted to rescue the crew of the Yankee Trader which
had crashed on Kenederis IV; almost the entire crew of the freighter
Yankee Trader died of an unknown disease; the few survivors
suffered severe, permanent brain damage; the Inquisitive crew died
from the disease as well; the captain had invoked General Order
Number Six, and the Inquisitive self-destructed twenty-four hours after
the last man aboard succumbed to the disease; only the log buoys
were recovered, and the planet Kenederis IV was placed under a
strict quarantine (source: “The Kenederis Incident” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAB)

Intep Hal: a Bellatrixi arms dealer; he was killed because the
protomatter he was shipping aboard Kate Logan’s ship, the Diana,
caused the ship (and the cargo) to explode (source: The Mindsweeper
by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Intercept and Detain: a type of Starfleet warrant for the capture of
wanted fugitives; detainees are not charged with any crime, and can
be held for 168 hours (1 week) without being charged; however, they
have all rights to contact a lawyer and the right to decline interrogation
(source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)

insectoids: any species of life which can be said to resemble Terran
insects (source: “Plague!” by Randall Landers, OAB)

interceptor-class: see “Daredevil-class interceptor”
intercom: a communications station designed for intraship or on-base
communication, several of which are located along the corridor and
in each room of starships and Federation bases; many homes are
equipped with intercoms as well; the Kzinti are known to use them as
well (source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1; “The
Slaver Weapon” by Larry Niven, TAS1; “The Last Survivor” by Nomad,
OAD)

Insectoids (Pod Ship): a race of beings native to a G1 star, insectoid
in nature, which spun ceramic/metal materials into their pod ships;
they had amber-colored compound eyes, chitinous curls and feelers
on their head and wore clothing; it is known that their home planet’s
atmosphere had a slight higher oxygen content, that its gravity is two
points higher than Earth’s (1.2 Gs), and that they built their structures
to collect and store energy using huge arches; the only remnant of
this race discovered thus far has been the pod ship found above
Questar M17 which was 20 times larger than a heavy cruiser; the pod
ship had been in orbit above Questar M17 for 300 million years, and
it is doubtful the race is still in existence (source: “Beyond the Farthest
Star” by Samuel Peeples, TAS1)

interconnecting dorsal pylon: located between the primary and
secondary hulls of Constitution-class starships, this pylon is the
separation point should the need arise (source: Starfleet Technical
Manual by Franz Joseph, TOS)
intercoolers: these devices keep the nacelles and thrust vents cool
during warp drive; they are set for standby status prior to leaving a
spacedock (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP)

insignia: many cultures used insignia which identify their vessels;
Starfleet insignia prior to 2270 depended upon which fleet or vessel
upon which you were serving; after the successful return in 2270 of
the Enterprise from its five year voyage, the Enterprise’s arrowhead
insignia was adopted for all Starfleet vessels as a honor for the
captain and crew of the fabled starship (source: Star Trek created by
Gene Roddenberry, TOS; Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP)

interdimensional corridor: a safety valve; a buffer between
universes; the insane Lazarus from our universe was trapped there by
his sane duplicate from an alternate universe (source: “The Alternative
Factor” by Don Ingalls, TOS1)
Intergalactic News Services: a holovid news service in the 23rd
century owned by Bradford Bashaw; Caren Hollis was a key reporter
for the service until her death in 2277; in November 2278, one of their
reporters, Sienna Gilette, reported on how Cristobol Xantar had
wreaked havoc aboard the cadet training ship Enterprise (source:
“False Colors” by Ann Zewen, OAE; “If Not Victory” by Ann Zewen,
OAE; Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole Comtet, OAE)

Inspector General: an office in Starfleet Command which answers
directly to the Commanding Admiral of Starfleet; all starships are
subject to periodic inspections by the Inspector General or his aides
(source: “Conspiracy” by Robert Sabaroff & Tracy Tormé, TNG1)
Instrument of Obedience: a small device implanted in the temples
of the Fabrini people of Yonada; failure to follow the Oracle’s
commands or the laws of the people of Yonada could lead to
punishment (severe spasms of pain) or even death (source: “For the
World Is Hollow and I Have Touch the Sky” by Rik Vollaerts, TOS3)

intergalactic space: the virtually starless space between galaxies;
known to be the abode of large, space-going amoebas (source: “By
Any Other Name” by Jerome Bixby, TOS2; “The Immunity Syndrome”
by Robert Sabaroff, TOS2)

integration parameters: before a person can rematerialize, the
integration parameters on the Heisenberg compensators must be
perfect to the billionth decimal place, otherwise the transporter could
assemble the person in an improper way; if the transporter
malfunctions and reassembles the person without integration; the
result is usually described as “a mass of dying flesh” (source: Star
Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP; “Realm of
Fear” by Brannon Braga, TNG6)

intermix chamber: located in the nacelles of a Constitution-class
starship, this is the part of the engines wherein matter and antimatter
are mixed for annihilation; located in the brilliantly lit linear accelerator
column running through seven decks of Constitution II-class starships;
all intermix chambers are made from duraperspex (source: Star Trek:
The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP; “Resurrection” by
Nomad, OAD)

intelligence files: the Fabrini equipped the Yonada with intelligence
files containing the entire knowledge of their civilization; from 2270
until 2273, Leonard McCoy was studying those files related to
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starboard intermix chamber: on Excelsior-class starships,
there are two intermix chambers, both of which are used to
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power the huge warp coils; the Enterprise-B suffered damage to
its starboard intermix chamber as a result of its contact with the
Nexus in 2294 (source: Old Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM;
Star Trek: Generations by Rick Berman, G)

Joyce Perry, TAS1)
Interstat: an out-dated radio code which has been out of use since
the 2060's; it was used by the Terratins until their rescue (they have
since adopted the current codes) (source: “The Terratin Incident” by
Paul Schneider, TAS1)

intermix formula: a mathematical representation of the process by
which matter and antimatter are heated and brought together to
create the immense power of the annihilation process (source: Star
Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
intermix phase balancing circuits: the crucial components of the
engineering system which help propel a ship through subspace
(source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)

Interstellar Geophysical Conference: held every twenty years, this
conference has developed as an open exchange of ideas, and
representatives from every race (including the Klingons, the Kzinti, the
Orions and the Romulans) are welcome to attend; it is held at the
space station near Memory Alpha, a neutral site agreed upon by all
(source: “That Which Survives” by John Meredyth Lucas, TOS3)

intermix regulators: control system which maintains the 1:1 intermix
formula in a starship’s intermix chamber (source: Star Trek: The
Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)

interstellar medicine: the science of treating various species of
races, such as Humans, Vulcans, Dramians, etc. (source: Starfleet
Medical Reference Manual by Eileen Palestine, TOS)

intermix temperature: the maximum safe temperature of the intermix
chamber is 6,200º Centigrade; from 6,200º-7,200º, the engines are
overheating; above that range, the engines are said to be
superheating (source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl,
TOS1)

Interstellar Red Cross: a charitable mission whose purpose is to
prevent and alleviate the suffering of life wherever it may be found; to
protect life and health and ensure respect for the sentient beings, in
particular in times of armed conflict and other emergencies; to work
for the prevention of disease and for the promotion of health and
social welfare; to encourage voluntary service and a constant
readiness to give help, and a universal sense of solidarity towards all
those in need of its protection and assistance; Christine Chapel was
an Interstellar Red Cross volunteer aboard the Enterprise during its
first five year mission under James Kirk; in October 2277, the town of
Riverside, Iowa, had a charity amusement park and “haunted house”
to benefit the IRC (source: Red Cross website; “What Are Little Girls
Made of?” by Robert Bloch, TOS1; “Shades of Gray” by Chris
Dickenson, OAD; “...Is Yet Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel,
OAE)

internal robot units: automatons which provide some maintenance
and engineering operations on Klingon vessels (source: The
Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)
internal security: those security officers of a starship who are
responsible for maintaining order on the ship during times of alert (i.e.
preventing would-be saboteurs from creating havoc, preventing
crewmembers from going AWOL, etc.); not a very popular group of
individuals (source: Klingons! by Randall Landers & Nomad, OAD)
internal temperature regulators: all humanoids have these,
although they are usually unaware of their existence; they regulate the
internal body temperature, making the body sweat when over-heated
or giving the body ‘goose bumps’ when chilled; Humans have no
voluntary control over them; Vulcans can control theirs voluntarily
(source: The Day They All Came Home by Linda McInnis, OAF)

interstellar trade: the Federation routinely trades novels, music,
poetry, from more than a thousand worlds among its own worlds and
those from outside its sphere of influence (source: Insanity’s Child by
Randall Landers, OAL)
intragalactic treaty: a treaty between galactic powers states that no
being may be extradited without due process (source: “Let That Be
Your Last Battlefield” by Oliver Crawford, TOS3)

International Boulevard: a street in Atlanta where the Ichiban and
a Drop Tube station are located (source: Chekov's Enterprise by
Randall Landers, OAL)

intramuscular injections: the injection of a medicine into a muscle
to allow the muscle to work the substance into the blood stream; used
on the Andorians who have no circulatory system (source: “Whom
Gods Destroy” by Lee Erwin, TOS3)

International Center for Control of Infectious Diseases: a 21st
century governmental agency responsible for eradicating many
infectious diseases on Earth; Giacomo Eletto worked with this agency
before joining NASA (source: The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl,
OAG)

intraship beaming: use of a transporter within the confines of a ship;
not recommended because of the accuracy required, but Kirk and
Mara risked it to try to talk sense to Kang (source: “Day of the Dove”
by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)

interphase: see “spatial interphase”
interplanetary cargo ship: a cargo-transporting spacecraft designed
to travel within a star system, not from one star system to another
(source: “The Outrageous Okona” by Les Menchen et al, TNG2)

Intrepid, U.S.S., NCC-1708: a Constitution-class heavy cruiser; it was
crewed by Vulcans in 2266; it was spacedocked briefly in 2266 at
Starbase 11 due to damage sustained in a battle with an Orion
Blockade Runner-class vessel; lost with all hands in 2267 in an
encounter with the space-going amoeba (source: “Home Sweet
Home” by Nicole Comtet, OAA; “Court Martial” by Don Mankiewicz &
Steven Carabatsos, TOS1; “The Immunity Syndrome” by Robert
Sabaroff, TOS2)

interplanetary code, old style: NASA code used in the early part of
the 21st century for transmissions to other planets and to space
probes (source: “The Changeling” by John Meredyth Lucas, TOS2)
interpolated lepton scan: a type of sensor scan, using subatomic
particles; used to detect microviruses (source: “The Vengeance
Factor” by Sam Rolfe, TNG3)

Intrepid (II), U.S.S., NCC-1730: a Constitution-class heavy cruiser,
constructed in 2268 to replace the Intrepid destroyed by the
cosmoprotozoan; in 2269, Spock had been offered the captaincy of
the vessel but turned it down, preferring to remain with Captain Kirk
and the Enterprise ; in 2274, the Intrepid was attacked above Gamma
Crucis IV by a Klingon k’t’inga battlecruiser that decloaked and
opened fire without warning; the starship was badly damaged and had

Interpreter Mociil: the Cytaciaiil spokesperson in 2270 (source:
“Trapped” by Pam Corsa, OAB)
Interpreter of the Laws, Elysian: in the community trapped in the
interspatial sink of Elysia, the Interpreter of the Laws serves as an
attorney general of sorts, knowing the laws and bringing those who
break them before the Elysian Council (source: “The Time Trap” by
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fourteen fatalities; it put into Starbase 31 for rest, recreation, repairs
and replacements; Angela Moretti served as the security chief aboard
this vessel; in 2285, the starship transported Ambassador Sarek from
Tarbal Prime to Vulcan (source: “First Class” by Caroline Kummer,
OAB; “Angel Face” by Nomad, OAB; “Reminiscing” by Selek, OAA)

invisibility screen: see “cloaking device”

Intruder: a planetary body coming from above the galactic plane; its
trajectory was determined to pass close enough to Maevis IV-A and
-B to either disrupt the binary pair, if not impact on one or the other
planet; the object was at first thought to be an icy body until
calculations showed its mass approximately to be 592,000 teratonnes,
making it likely that the object was a rogue neutron star; the Starfleet
Corps of Engineers planned that the Enterprise would use a modest
transverse thrust, over a period of time, that would divert the rogue
enough to guarantee that it would miss Maevis IV-A and -B altogether;
the Corps of Engineers proposed to generate this thrust by using a
matter-antimatter reaction to vaporize portions of the rogue’s crust
and propel it away from the planet; upon close range examination, the
Intruder was determined to be an artificially created device massing
36 terratonnes; an Enterprise landing party managed to divert the
Intruder to Maevis V where it refueled itself; the Intruder then
destroyed four K’t’inga battlecruisers which had attacked the
Enterprise; it then generated a small star then a wormhole out of
Maevis V and proceeded to travel to nineteen other star systems with
the Enterprise in tow, collecting biological samples from some planets,
seeding others with life; the Intruder is a sentient spacecraft intent on
seeding life throughout the galaxy (it calls the process “The Battle”
although McCoy considers it a giant “Johnny Appleseed”); once the
Enterprise crew learned of its true nature, it released them; Federation
scientists are presently following and studying the ship (source:
“Intruder” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

ion pod: see “observation pod”

ion engine: one type of propulsion device, used by Federation
shuttlecraft and by the inhabitants of Sigma Draconis VI (source: “The
Menagerie” by Gene Roddenberry, TOS1; “Spock’s Brain” by Gene
L. Coon, TOS3)
ion power: the ancient technicians and engineers of Sigma Draconis
VI developed an ion power plant capable of generating more energy
than a nuclear power plant 100 miles across; the plant was used to
heat and light their underground city while the planet’s surface was
glaciated, and virtually uninhabitable (source: “Spock’s Brain” by Gene
L. Coon, TOS3)
ion storms: a hazard to interstellar travel; a concentrated charged
particle storm which can be very dangerous to starships; often a
product of binary star systems which are involved in tugs of war; also
known to be a product of spatial interphases; measured in logarithmic
astral vibration force levels ranging from one to ten; reported as
“astral vibrations force 2,” etc.; can last months; in 2294, one swept
through the Rigel system that lasted for more than six months
(source: “Court Martial” by Don Mankiewicz & Steven Carabatsos,
TOS1; “The Balance of Nature” by Jeffrey Woytach, OAD; The
Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
ion trails: ships which use ion engines leave a trail of ions, thus
allowing pursuing vessels to track them easily; this is why Federation,
Romulan and Klingon vessels have never used ion engines on their
starships (and why the Federation doesn’t mind using them on shortrange shuttlecrafts) (source: “Metamorphosis” by Gene L. Coon,
TOS2; “The Pirates of Orion” by Howard Weinstein, TAS2)

Intruder Commander: a Kelvan in charge of eradicating enemy
vessels approaching the Kelvan armada (source: In Harm's Way by
d. William Roberts, OAG)

ionic interference: a form of interference generated by quasars and
quasar-like phenomena (such as Murasaki 312); it interrupts
subspace frequencies, renders sensors useless, makes transporters
inoperative; in 2266, Murasaki 312 ionized the entire sector with a
negative ionic concentration of 1.64x109 charged ions per meter and
emitted radiation along the 370 Ångstrom level, generating harmonics
upward along the entire electromagnetic spectrum (source: “The
Galileo Seven” by Oliver Crawford & S. Bar-David, TOS1)

intruder control circuit: located in the relay junction, this computer
system can flood each deck of a starship with anesthezine gas
(source: “Space Seed” by Carey Wilber & Gene L. Coon, TOS1)

Iota Geminorum (60 Geminorum): a star system on the fringe of
Federation territory; it lies 163.8 lightyears from Sol (source:
Burnham’s Celestial Handbook )

invasion defense, Terratin: the Terratins were able to concentrate
Cepheus radiation into a coherent beam to reduce any would-be
attackers to their size so they could be dealt with on an even basis
(source: “The Terratin Incident” by Paul Schneider, TAS1)

Iota Geminorum IV: home world of the tribbles; a class M
planet, but a predator-filled environment making colonization
impossible (source: Starfleet Medical Reference Manual by
Eileen Palestine, TOS)

invidium: a substance used to generate medical containment fields;
it is rather unstable and has the tendency to trigger malfunctions in
high energy equipment (source: “Hollow Pursuits” by Sally Caves,
TNG3)

Iota Orionis: a blue-white O9III giant star located 1330 lightyears
from Sol; it was the target destination of Research Base 1853; the
ionization layer created by the intense ultraviolet output of Iota Orionis
is sufficiently intense that it reflects over 99% of the radio frequency
energy that the probes look for to detect a technical civilization; had
it not been for the intense search of the area looking for remnants of
Research Base 1853, the civilization might well have escaped
detection until the Lodahli developed space flight (source: “A Serpent
In Eden” by Jim Ausfahl, OAD)

Intruder Alert: a communications code warning of an intruder aboard
(source: “The (source: “The Lights of Zetar” by Jeremy Tarcher &
Shari Lewis, TOS3; Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP)

Invincible, U.S.S., NCC-1861: a Starfleet frigate of the Mirandaclass, assigned to a patrol post near the Orion-dominated Barrier
Alliance; in 2284, it was one of the Starfleet ships that provided
support to the damaged Cooper and Shenandoah during the Battle for
Xantharus IV (source: “Aftermath” by Nomad, OAE; “Return to
Xantharus” by Randall Landers, OAJ)

Iota Orionis I: see “Lodahl”

“Invincible One, The”: see “Kuras, Kudan”

iota rays: a particle emission resulting from the impact of an alpha
particle and a high-energy photon (gamma ray) which has the
characteristics of both a positively-charge particle and a negativelycharge particle (source: Starfleet Medical Reference Manual by Eileen
Palestine, TOS)

Invisible Sun, The: a legend of a hidden light from which all the
Haole draw nourishment and power; see “A’aole” (source: The
Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
invisibility device: see “cloaking device”
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Iotia: see “Sigma Iotia II”

emperor or chancellor when he or she feels that “honor has been
served; the bloodshed must end”; see “Klingon Oath of Blood”
(source: A Difference Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)

Iotian slang: the Iotians have developed their own slang terms,
based on that of the Chicago gangsters (source: “A Piece of the
Action” by David Harmon & Gene L. Coon); among the more notable
examples:

iridium: used in Vulcan space probe construction; a vital component
of many merchant ships; found in abundance on 113 Cancri VII
(source: “Home Sweet Home” by Nicole Comtet, OAA; “Bread and
Circuses” by Gene Roddenberry & Gene L.. Coon, TOS2; “The Price
of Peace” by Randall Landers, OAB)

Boss: chief or leader, head of local government
box: a coffin
broad: a woman
bud: a fellow, used as an address
bundle: a large amount of money
burned: killed
buster: a fellow, used as an address
cement overshoes: to immerse in water while wearing a
cement block to ensure drowning
chopper: a machine gun
drill him: shoot him with a gun
fancy heater: a phaser
Fed: a Federation representative
heater: a weapon
heeled: armed with a weapon
hightailing: hurrying
hit: an execution
lean on: influence by threat of violence
muscle: influence by threat of violence
outfit: an organization
pal (ly): a fellow, used as an address
percentage: a tax or cut of the profits use to fund the
government
petrify: do not move
piece of the action: share of the profits
put ‘em in the bag: confine them
put ‘em on ice: confine them
put the bag on: kidnap them
reception committee: armed escort
sawbones: a doctor
scrag: kill
spring: free from confinement
straight dope: correct/true information

Irish Unification: in 2024, Northern Ireland and Ireland were reunited
under one government (source: “The High Ground” by Melinda
Snodgrass, TNG3)
Iron Cross, Second Class: Ekosian medal of honor during the Nazi
reign on that planet; Daras received one from Deputy Führer Melakon
for betraying her own father to the fatherland (source: “Patterns of
Force” by John Meredyth Lucas, TOS2)
Isak: a Zeon male; brother of Abrom; a member of the underground
on the planet Ekos; he was the one who shot Melakon after Melakon
killed John Gill (source: “Patterns of Force” by John Meredyth Lucas,
TOS2)
‘ISar’ngan naj bIQ: pIqaD Klingonese phrase for “Izarian Dream
Water” (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
Ishimora, _____: a Terran male; a baseball slugger on the San
Francisco Giants in 2264 (source: Boy Scout by Ann Zewen, OAA)
Ising, Jacob, Lieutenant: a Human male; cadet aboard the U.S.S.
Enterprise in 2280; was at the Science Station, instead of Spock,
looking for an Earth-like planet – the plan was for the Enterprise to
pass through that planet’s atmosphere to remove an infestation of the
ship’s hull; was successful in finding Kemet, a marvelously Earth-like
planet which turned out to be inhabited by a civilization similar to
Ancient Egypt (source: “A Hole in My Cover” by Jim Ausfaul, OAE)
Isis: an alien female of unknown origin; as the companion of Gary
Seven, she took the form of a black cat with a diamond collar (source:
“Assignment: Earth” by Art Wallace & Gene Roddenberry, TOS2)
Islamorada: a township in the Florida Keys; Doctor Helen Noel is
from this quaint seaside town (source: A Little Family Secret by Randy
Landers & Nomad, OAJ)

Iotians: a humanoid species, native to Sigma Iotia II; a very imitative
people who adopted a book left by the starship Horizon as a guideline
for their society; a history text actually entitled Chicago Mobs of the
Twenties turned the people of Sigma Iotia II into gangsters; the
Enterprise arrived there in 2267 and tried to put the planet back on its
way to a peaceful planetary government; in 2272, a Starfleet
accountant left an e-book there, further contaminating the culture of
the planet with Let’s Be Reasonable: I’m Just Fine and So Are You
and the Terran Holy Bible, providing another example of why the
Prime Directive is vitally necessary for Starfleet (source: “A Piece of
the Action” by David Harmon & Gene L. Coon, TOS2; “Da Woid” by
Cathy German, OAD)

island hopper: a jet-powered skiff used as a means of traveling the
warm seas of Chrysalis; equipped with antigrav units and
gyro-stabilizers to make for a smooth passage across choppy seas
even with occasional meter-high swells (source: A Little Family Secret
by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
isolinear chip: in 2294, an experimental product in development at
the Daystrom Institute; it is expected that once the chips are installed,
one chip can replace four Duotronic components; their operations are
compiled at the subatomic level (source: Chekov's Enterprise by
Randall Landers, OAL)
isolytic pulse: a subspace-based weapon which causes an equal
breakdown of space, subspace and hyperspace; the result is usually
primordial chaos as all the layers of the various universes collapse
upon one another, usually resulting in a dead zone; as in the case of
all subspace weapons, the unpredictability factor is quite high; isolytic
pulses can be generated by warp coils; the Enterprise-B detected one
from a star system half a degree off its course in July 2295; it
generated a tachyon wave that provoked dreams of lost loved ones
among the crew; a few days later, the sensors detected another one
and a massive tachyon fountain directed toward them which polarized
the warp engines, thereby disabling them; this tachyon fountain
affected only one crewmember: Saavik, who found herself dreaming

Iowa: a territory in North America on Earth; James T. Kirk was born
in Riverside, Iowa (source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by
Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH)
Iowa School System Prize for Achievement in Life Sciences: an
award given to Iowan students in the 23rd century; Peter Kirk received
this award at the age of seven, just before his family moved to
Deneva (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
‘Ip’Iw: pIqaD Klingonese term for the dreaded Klingon “Oath of Blood”
(see “Klingon Oath of Blood”)
‘Ip’Iw rInqu’neSmeH: a pIqaD Klingonese phrase; it means an
“honorable end to the blood oaths of all involved”; invoked by the
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Izarian Dream Water: an extremely expensive beverage, costing
thousands of klingots; to sell or trade it in the Klingon Empire is
expressly forbidden by the emperor’s law; the sentence is death by
slow torture; extremely addictive to Klingons, especially Kh’myr, it
causes a sensation of ecstacy when imbibed (source: Liberation from
Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)

again of David Marcus; a day later, a tachyon beam was directed at
Saavik, who was in Sickbay at the time, recovering from the earlier
tachyon pulses; it manifested itself as a portal of energy, and began
drawing her into it; Peter Kirk saw what was happening and dove for
her; both were drawn into the portal to face a felinoid alien of
immense age and power living in the heart of a star; it was lonely, and
tried to end its loneliness by having Saavik join it; it was convinced by
Peter Kirk and Spock that its actions had been sinister at best, and
released them back to the Enterprise-B; the star collapsed the next
day, and Saavik and Peter Kirk began their romantic relationship
(source: “Spider's Lair” by Randall Landers, OAJ; “Angel” by Randall
Landers & Rob Morris, OAL)

Izarian hair tonic: in 2268, Mavig, a follower of Dr. Sevrin, used to
style her hair with a tonic from the planet Izar (source: “Settlers” by
David Eversole, OAI)
Izarians: a humanoid race closely resembling Humans; warlike and
aggressive, they remind many cultural observers of the Andorians; a
Federation member race; at one time, they tried to subjugate the
Federation world of Axanar, but the Federation Council prevented
them (source: “Whom Gods Destroy” by Lee Erwin, TOS3)

isotope scanner: an instrument capable of determining which isotope
of an element is present within any sample (source: In the Line of
Duty by Nicole Comtet, OAB)
isotopes: forms of an element whose nuclei have the same atomic
number–-the number of protons in the nucleus—but different atomic
masses because they contain different numbers of neutrons; the
distribution of isotopes of any given element differ from planet to
planet; they even different from one geological region to another;
using isotopic analysis, you can examine an ancient Egyptian silver
bracelet and determine which silver mine it came from (source: bortaS
choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Issan: an Orion male; Xhosar’s contact with Commander Thorkelson
came through this messenger; he was killed by Shankar, one of
Xhosar’s henchmen (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick,
OAB)
“It is done”: Betan declarative uttered after the brainwashing
procedure (“absorption”) is completed (source: “The Return of the
Archons” by Boris Sobelman, TOS1)
Ithaca, NCC-1701-A/4: an Enterprise-A shuttlecraft; during a cadet
training exercise in 2296, it was used to ferry an injured engineer,
Mike Frensa, to the Hyperion for medical treatment for a broken hip
(source: “Like Fish In A Barrel” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Itre’leb: a Kh’myr Klingon; navigator of the cruiser Zanos; lieutenant
promoted to executive officer by Commander Kteef before the
commander took his own life for his failure to destroy the Enterprise
(source: Klingons! by Randall Landers & Nomad, OAD)
Ivan, U.S.S., NCC-550: a Starfleet destroyer which was destroyed in
2285 during Starfleet’s first encounter with the Kelvan invasion
armada (source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Iverson, _____, Lieutenant: a Human female; one of the EnterpriseA crew during the third five year mission (2287-2292); she was
Gretchen Jaeger’s cabinmate (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol
Davis, OAG)
'IwbIQ'a': pIqaD Klingonese for “Ocean of Blood”; an ancient, dry sea
bed on Qo’noS which was once a red sea (source: In Harm's Way by
d. William Roberts, OAG)
Izar (Epsilon Bootis A): a K0 bright giant 250 lightyears from Sol,
located in Federation space; its companion is Mirak (Epsilon Bootis
B), an A9 main sequence star; the pair is separated by 230 AU, and
they orbit one another every 1130 years; the star system contains a
few class M planets, including Izar II; renowned starship commander,
Fleet-Captain Garth is from this system (source: Burnham’s Celestial
Handbook; “Whom Gods Destroy” by Lee Erwin, TOS3)
Izar II: class M planet; home world of the Izarians; source of
Izarian Dream Water (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William
Roberts, OAE)
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treatment protocol was developed by Doctors McCoy and Giacomo
Eletto (source: “Revenge” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
jacaranda: an important Brazilian timber tree yielding a heavy hard
dark-colored wood streaked with black; it has a trumpet-shaped
mauve-colored blossom; the Enterprise had one of these trees in its
arboretum in 2268; Kirk kissed the Cygnetian ambassador under the
tree (source: cogsci.princeton.edu website; In the Line of Duty by
Nicole Comtet, OAB)

J-40: a circuit in the subspace radio of the Enterprise (source: “The
Emancipator of Trill” by D.G. Littleford, OAB)
J.F.K.: common name for the Ranger-class vessel John F. Kennedy
(source: “Interlude” by Rowena Warner, OAE)
J’Onn: a Deltan male who was thin and hairless in appearance; in
2284 was a follower of Sybok’s Galactic Army of Light (GAL) and lived
on Nimbus III on property near a lakebed; married to Zaara, a fellow
follower of Sybok (source: “Settlers” by David Eversole, OAI)

Jack Daniels Tennessee Whiskey: an alcoholic intoxicant made on
Terra by the Jack Daniels Company (source: Star Trek V: The Final
Frontier by William Shatner, TFF)

J’ytkim’s Tavern: located on Qo’noS (Kazh), next to the Klingon
Admiralty building (source: Klingons! by Randall Landers & Nomad,
OAD)

_____, Jack: a Terran male living in the 21st century; he worked at
Mission Control in the Deep Space Videoconferencing Center; he
maintained contact with the Jovian Platform; he made great coffee by
brewing it with wheat (source: The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl,
OAG)

Jack the Ripper: see “Red Jack”

ja’: pIqaD Klingonese term for “report” (source: The Klingon Dictionary
by Marc Okrand, TSfS)

Jackal: an Andorian female; a chief petty officer in the engineering
department of the Chosin in 2295 (source: Old Feuds by d. William
Roberts, OAM)

ja’chuq: pIqaD Klingonese term literally translated as “conference”;
it, however, is the name of an ancient Klingon ritual where the
candidates for the position of Klingon High Chancellor must list their
accomplishments in battle and the prizes they have taken to show
their worthiness for the position (source: “Reunion” by Ron Moore et
al, TNG3)
ja’chuqpa’: pIqaD Klingonese for “conference room” (source: “Tryst”
by Linda McInnis, OAE)

_____, Jackie: a tall, dark-haired Human female; a security officer at
Starfleet Headquarters in San Francisco in 2294; a bit of a bigot, she
and her partner challenged a Kh’myr Klingon at Headquarters, only to
learn it was Miguel Mendoza; they were rebuked by Captain Sulu
(source: Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

jabakim: a rank within the Cygnetian warrior caste, somewhat akin to
the rank of Colonel in the Starfleet Marines (source: In the Line of
Duty by Nicole Comtet, OAB)

Jackson, _____: a Eugenics-enhanced Terran male; one of Khan’s
supermen (source: “Space Seed” by Carey Wilber & Gene L. Coon,
TOS1)

jabbI’IDmev: pIqaD Klingonese for “Stop the data transmission.”
(source: “Tryst” by Linda McInnis, OAE)

Enterprise from 2266 until his death in 2267 on Pyris VII (source:

Jackson, J.J., Crewman: a Human male, crewmember of the U.S.S.
“Catspaw” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)

Jablisch: a humanoid culture; they constructed huge “flying cities”;
one such derelict was discovered in 2291 by the Enterprise-A in a star
system in the distant regions of the Virginis sector; it was 12.71
kilometers across, 1.945 kilometers in greatest thickness; the Jablisch
were regarded for decades as a myth or space legend; based on the
evidence from the extant and extinct civilizations, the Jablisch were
raiders, perhaps somewhat similar to the Terran Vikings; they never
mastered warp drive, traveling near light speeds, presumably using
a version of impulse drive similar to that of the Federation; one of their
scout ships would arrive at a planet with an industrial, pre-spaceflight,
civilization; having scouted it out, the ship would return to the city,
which would move into orbit around the planet; the Jablish would
enslave the population and loot the planet of refined metals, livestock,
crops and petrochemicals; generally between fifty and seventy-five
years later, a second city would repeat the process; later, a third and
occasionally a fourth visitation would happen at similar intervals; both
myth and archeological evidence indicate they were humanoid; little
else is known; one of the planets they were ravaging managed to
develop the Jablisch microbe which effectively ended the reign of
terror (source: “Revenge” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

Jackstadt, _____ Lieutenant: a Human male; a Starfleet accountant,
1st class; in 2272, he inadvertently left an e-book on Sigma Iotia II,
which contained Let’s Be Reasonable: I’m Just Fine, and So Are You
and the Holy Bible of Earth; he was court-martialed, reduced in grade
to Ensign and assigned to janitorial engineering, Alcatraz facility,
Earth (source: “Da Woid” by Cathy German, OAD)
_____, Jacky: a Human male; in November 2278, he was a cadet
aboard the Enterprise for a training cruise; he was training in the
engineering section; Scotty asked him to refill his scotch during a
social (source: Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole Comtet,
OAE)
Jacob, Gaius: a Human male native to 892-IV; in the late 2260's and
early 2270's, he was a gladiator; during the slave revolutionary army’s
assault on The Capitoline, Gaius led 500 freed gladiators in a direct
assault on the Senate; during this battle, he met and came to respect
Septimus, leader of the revolt; in 2284, he discovered and ordered
destroyed the Starfleet monitoring post on his planet; he also
attempted to assassinate “The Savior,” and his bullet revealed that
“He” was actually an android; the “assassination” prompted a panic
and Jacob was crushed to death by the fleeing mob (source: “The
Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)

Jablisch microbe: an artificial microbe developed by a dying
civilization in order to extract revenge upon the Jablisch; it is designed
so that any member of several classes of antibiotics will trigger
production of any one of several apoptosis peptides; it almost looked
like a DNA version of a count-down timer; after a certain number of
divisions, the kill mechanism gets activated, but seems quiescent until
then; once its DNA was examined, a proper medical treatment was
devised; this microbe infected the population of Gamma Virginis II
(Kahla) in August 2291, killing several hundred colonists until the
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Jacobs, Martin “Marty”: a Human male; in 2277, he was a young
lieutenant from Security and romantically involved with Ensign Melissa
Masterson; they were making love when an Orion raiding party burst
in and shot him, killing him instantly; his body was later decapitated by
Tanith Brok (source: “...Is Yet Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth
Knauel, OAE)
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Alliance (source: “Outpost 7734" by Jim Ausfahl, OAE; “The
Hitchhiker” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG; The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis,
OAG; Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL; “Chains of

Jacobs, Myron: a young Centauran male that worked the Beta shift
on communications on the Enterprise in 2264; he'd been flirting with
J.M. Colt ever since he transferred onto the ship, making it plain that
he wanted more than friendship from her; after being “changed” into
a vampire by Akia, Colt seduced him and “changed” him as well
(source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)

Command” by Randall Landers, OAL)
Jaeger, Jeffer: a Human male; younger brother of Gretchen Jaeger;
like his mother, he no longer speaks with Gretchen (source: The
Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)

Jacoby, Richard: a Human male; during the 2080’s he and his
colleague, Joseph Danner, mapped out the mountains in the northern
hemisphere of Centauri VII, naming the two largest peaks for
themselves and the other peaks, reportedly, for colleagues of theirs;
he and Jacoby were also known to be fans of the Washington
Redskins football team and, given the fact that many of the peaks
bore the names of long ago Redskin players, led people to believe
that, in reality, the peaks were named for the players (source: “Ski
Vacation on Centaurus” by Diane Doyle, OAC)

Jaeger, Karl, Lieutenant: a blond Human male of German descent;
he served as a geophysicist on the Enterprise from 2266 until 2268
(source: “The Squire of Gothos” by Paul Schneider, TOS1)
Jah, Bodden “Bo”: a Human male, in 2269 he is an ambassador for
the United Federation of Planets; spent ten years negotiating with the
people of the Havatar system, about half of which was involved with
learning enough of their complex social structure to be able to
negotiate without offending them; the negotiations reached their
climax when he was 98 years old; brought to the Havatar system by
the Enterprise, just before he finalized the negotiations with the
Havatari, he suffered a massive heart attack—his fourth—and the
crew in Sickbay were unable to rescue him; was posthumously
awarded the Starfleet Silver Palm medal of honor for his efforts in
bringing the Havatari into the UFP fold (source: “Negotiating with
Havatari” by Jim Ausfahl, OAB)

Jaeger, Andrea “Andy”: a Human female; younger sister of
Gretchen Jaeger; like her mother, she no longer speaks with
Gretchen (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Jaeger, Doug: a Human male; father of Gretchen Jaeger; in the late
2250's, he served under Daniel Williams; later, he was the weapons
officer aboard the U.S.S. Armstrong during its two year mission to
monitor the Romulan Neutral Zone; he was fifth in command when it
was destroyed in 2262 by a Klingon battlecruiser (source: The
Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)

Jahan, Shah: a Human male of Iranian extraction; served as the
communications officer of the U.S.S. Grissom until its destruction in
2283; one of Justine Smythe’s more frequent lovers (source: “You Are
Not Alone” by Chris Dickenson, OAF)

Jaeger, Frances Hollard “Fran”: a Human female; mother of
Gretchen Jaeger; she became distant once they moved to Ganymede
Triad 6, a colony on the Jovian moon; in 2271, she strongly protested
her daughter’s decision to join Starfleet because of the death of her
husband and Gretchen’s father, Doug Jaeger, aboard a Federation
starship; during Gretchen’s time at the Academy, she never once
contacted her oldest daughter (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol
Davis, OAG)

Jahn: a Human male, native to Nu Ophiuchi III (“Miri’s Planet”); he
was one of the older “Onlies” (source: “Miri” by Adrian Spies, TOS1)
Jailbreakers, The: a popular musical group on Sigma Iotia II (source:
“A Piece of the Action” by David Harmon & Gene L. Coon)
jajubimets: a Russian term of endearment; Chekov uses it to address
Jaeger (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)

Jaeger, Gretchen Louisa: a Human female; born in 2254; attended
Starfleet Academy (where she was known as “Roadrunner” Jaeger);
she’s quite short (barely 5'); her serial number is 24NR1516; she
owns and plays a flute; in 2276, during her Kobayashi Maru, she
attempted to use the maneuver known as “Hikaru’s Hope” to escape;
it didn’t work, but her decision impressed her instructors, in 2280, she
was an ensign on the August training cruise aboard the Enterprise;
she was undergoing an advanced navigation training class for
Starfleet Training Command, supervised by Captain Spock and
Lieutenant Commander Walking Bear (who privately calls her “Jeeter”;
in excellent physical condition; she regularly beats Jim Kirk in
handball; served aboard the Excelsior for a year under Captain Styles
as the chief navigator before transferring to the Enterprise-A in 2286;
in 2287, she held the rank of lieutenant and the post of relief navigator
aboard the Enterprise-A; she was part of the landing party to
Duncan’s Planetoid, and managed to kill two of the Klingons who had
killed her shipmates; during the struggle, she was exposed to the
atmosphere of the planet, and suffered from cyanoalisitate poisoning
as a result; she was not expected to live, but Spock used the
Dianasian theaemrayal to help her heal herself; she and Chekov did
not renew their marriage contract in 2291; she accepted the position
of Executive Officer of the Alliance in 2291; her husband, Pavel
Chekov, was offered a position as chief navigator of the Alliance as
well, but declined as he would be only fifth in the chain of command
(that would for all purposes be a demotion since he was third officer
aboard the Enterprise-A); in 2295, she took command of the Alliance
after Captain Williams was killed when the dreadnought had crossed
the Neutral Zone and was attacked; she blamed Chekov for Williams’s
death since he would not cross into the Neutral Zone to rescue the
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jak’tahla: the Klingon physiological condition akin to puberty; as a
Klingon child begins its sexual maturity, it is usually accompanied by
aggressive behavior and gorch (source: Star Trek: Insurrection by
Michael Piller and Rick Berman, I)
_____, Jake: a Human male; in 2269, he was the bartender at an
drinking establishment on Starbase 17 (source: No Cold Wind by Ann
Zewen, OAB)
Jakel: a Centaurian male; tall, angular, topped with a bush of unruly
graying hair; one of the two Federation ambassadors assigned to
Dianas (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Jamaka Beach: a beach on Eta Orionis XIV (source: “The Difference”
by Chris Dickenson, OAA)
Jamal, Zahra, Yeoman: a dark-haired Human female with East
Indian features; served aboard the Enterprise from 2266 until 2269;
she was a member of the landing party which beamed down to
Deneva (source: “Operation: Annihilate!” by Stephen Carabatsos,
TOS1)
James Brothers: a jewelry store in San Francisco in the 23rd century;
Sarek was always able to acquire excellent gifts for Amanda at this
establishment, including a mother’s ring in 2240 for a Christmas
present (source: “A Family Holiday Surprise” by Selek, Saidicam, and
T’Lea, OAA)
_____, James: a Human male; Jim Kirk’s maternal grandfather
(source: “Sam” by Ann Zewen, OAA)
James, Chris, Nurse: identity assumed by Doctor Christine Chapel
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while serving as an undercover agent on N Hydrae III (source:
“Shades of Gray” by Chris Dickenson, OAD)

Red Jack while he was investigating two earlier murders; he was
briefly possessed by the entity, but was freed after an injection of a
tranquilizer; he is still actively running the planet (source: “Wolf in the
Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)

James, Philip: a Terran male; the co-owner of James Brothers
jewelry story in the 23rd century (source: “A Family Holiday Surprise”
by Selek, Saidicam, and T’Lea, OAA)

Jarius, Commander: a Romulan male; commander of a Romulan
S’ten Vastam-class cruiser stationed in the Nihal system; he perished
in 2269 when his ship attacked the Enterprise and was subsequently
destroyed by it (source: “Serendipity” by Amanda Cassity, OAB)

Jameson, _____: a Human male; one of a pair of Starfleet Special
Services agents who pilot a Med-Evac shuttle as part of their cover
(source: “Shades of Gray” by Chris Dickenson, OAD)

jarmey: a Klingon period akin to a Terran month (source: Bloodlines
by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

Jameson, _____, Lieutenant: a Human male, Enterprise geologist
from 2273 to 2274; transferred to the starship Hornet (source: “The
Human Equation” by Nomad, OAD)
th

Jarok, Commander: a Romulan male; in 2295, under orders from the
Praetor, his fleet annexed globular star cluster NGC 2548, formerly
held by the now-defunct Cho-ta’M Directorate; by destroying ArogDa’M, the Enterprise-B had opened up the star cluster for invasion; he
allowed the Chosin and the Enterprise-B to depart NGC 2548, but
only after the Chosin surrendered the cloaking device aboard it that
had been stolen by Spock and Kirk nearly three decades earlier
(source: Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)

st

Jameson, Jenna: a Terran female of the late 20 and early 21
centuries; Aaron Cord regards her as one of the greatest porn stars
in history (source: A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad,
OAJ)
Jamison, _____, Ensign: a Human female, Enterprise security officer
from 2266 until 2270 and from 2273 to 2274; she was on duty when
Uhura took command of the Enterprise above Omicron Tauri II; she
was injured by terrorists on Lanalda (source: “The Lorelei Signal” by
Margaret Armen, TAS1; “A Collection of Lines” by Linda McInnis,
OAD)

Jarvis, Tony: a Human male; a slender man with brown hair; he and
his compatriots kidnapped James T. Kirk in 2269 to sell to the highest
bidder; Kirk overwhelmed them in a shuttlecraft, forcing it to crash on
Alpen; he escaped and they pursued him; he hated Max Drage, the
leader of the group; just as Drage was about to kill Kirk, Jarvis ended
Drage’s life and saved Kirk’s garnering him some leniency in the court
case; Tony’s brother-in-law owns an orange grove in Florida (source:
“Winter Hunt” by Crystal Perry, OAB)

Janaran Falls: a spectacular waterfall on Betazed (source: “Second
Chances” by Michael Medlock & René Echevarria, TNG6)
janitorial technicians: crewmen who service the units which actually
perform the cleaning of the starship; the crew is rarely used for
cleaning (source: In the Line of Duty by Nicole Comtet, OAB)

Jat’yln: a Segh vav Klingonese expression for spiritual (i.e., demonic)
possession (source: “Power Play” by Brannon Braga et al, TNG5)

Jansen, Kris, Lieutenant: a Human female; second communications
officer aboard the Enterprise, 2273-2274; killed during a battle with
the “resurrected” Gary Mitchell (source: “Resurrection” by Nomad,
OAD)

Jawalahara, Vijay Sandeep “Sandy”, Captain: a Terran male from
Sri Lanka, near the India subcontinent; in 2267, he served on the
Board of Inquiry which investigated the incident wherein the starship
Republic, under command of Commodore Jonathan G. Keller, fired on
the starship Lexington during a war game; in 2274, he was made
commanding officer of the U.S.S. Yorktown, NCC-1704, succeeding
Captain Lystra Davis; during the Whalesong Crisis, the Yorktown lost
all power, and he ordered hiber-sedatives administered to his crew
while the chief engineer devised a solar sail to maintain power to their
ship; Admiral Gragar considered him “the biggest asshole in Starfleet”;
it was at Jawalahara’s insistence that Indri was tranferred from the
Yorktown to the Enterprise (source: “The Beggar’s Tooth” by Randall
Landers, OAE; “Just a Little Training Cruise” by Randall Landers,
OAE; Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH;
“Intruder” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG; Old Feuds by d. William Roberts,
OAM)

Janson, _____, Yeoman: a Human male; Captain Kelsey’s yeoman
aboard the Chosin (source: Old Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM)
Janowski, _____, Professor: a Human male; father of Mary
Janowski; he and his wife committed suicide under the influence of
the Gorgon on Triacus (source: “And the Children Shall Lead” by
Edward Lakso, TOS3)
Janowski, Mary: a Human female; her parents committed suicide
under the influence of the Gorgon on Triacus; she fell under its spell
and worked against the crew of the Enterprise (source: “And the
Children Shall Lead” by Edward Lakso, TOS3)
Janus: a binary star system on the rim of Federation territory (source:
“The Devil in the Dark” by Gene L. Coon, TOS2)

Jayaweera, Sandeep, Ph.D.: a Human male; one of the Gamma
Persei VI research base’s exobiologists (source: “Gorgon’s Lair” by
Diane Doyle, OAD)

Janus VI: a class K planet, uninhabitable on the surface, with a
thick, turbulent, toxic cloud layer; home planet of the Hortas; the
planet is rich a mineral wealth estimated to be able to supply the
needs of dozens of worlds; the planet is also home to a
Federation mining colony established in 2217; the colony was
constructed in a huge, underground cavern; the planet is rich in
pergium, gold, platinum, cerium, uranium and other rare earths;
there was no problem until 2267 when the miners broke into
what they called Level 23 which was the Horta’s abode and
nursery; she went on a rampage killing fifty colonists and one
Enterprise security officer; see “Horta” (source: “The Devil in the
Dark” by Gene L. Coon, TOS2)

Jean Lafitte, S.S.: a mercenary ship used by McCoy and Kirk in 2276
to take them to Qo’noS to rescue Teresa from the clutches of the mad
Kh’myr Klingon, Admiral Khalian; in 2295, McCoy used the Jean
Lafitte to transfer to a Klingon freighter, the tepqengwi’, under
command of HoD Kraagar; in 2276, Dex Slattery was the first mate
aboard the Jean Lafitte; in 2295, he was the captain of the mercenary
ship (source: A Difference Which Makes No Difference by Nomad,
OAI)
Jebek: an Orion male; a member of the Trade Commission (i.e. the
Orion Syndicate); he was the overseer of drug smuggling and
distribution; drug running had fallen after The Director’s death due to
an increased patrol presence on the Barrier by Starfleet ships (source:
“...Is Yet Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)

_____, Jared: a Human male; a baby on the passenger ship Unity
who was rescued by the Enterprise crew in 2265 (source: “The
Beginning” by M. Rottler & Lynn Syck, OAA)
Jaris: a tall, white-haired and distinguished Argelian male; the Prefect
of Argelius II (the highest official); his late wife, Sybo, was killed by
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_____, Jed: a Human male; farm-hand at the Kirk family farm in 2238
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(source: “Sam” by Ann Zewen, OAA)

Cody immediately claimed he had given no such all-clear signal; Kirk
ordered Lieutenant Carlson to put her personal possessions into
storage, only to discover they were soon back in place in her cabin;
Kirk was haunted by the events, but apparently not as much as Cody
was; a hysterical Cody recanted his denial he’d given the all-clear,
saying that the ghost of Karen Jenkins was driving him insane
(source: “The Haunting” by Mary Schuttler, OAG)

jeep: a ground transport used by Starfleet in the 2290's (source:
bortaS choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
“Jeeter”: a nickname for the Ganymede Triad 6 colonists on the
Jovian moon (“G.T.’ers”); Walking Bear’s nickname for Gretchen
Jaeger based on the fact that she’s from this colony (source: The
Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)

Jenkins, Nicholas: a Human male; in 2297, a cadet assigned to the
Hyperion for practical training; part of Team 3 during the Renzalian
Madweed crisis (source: “The Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

Jefferies field tool: a device that superficially looks like a lollipop with
a really, really fat stick; used to work on the warp drive by distorting
the field it generates (source: “Bedtime Story” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

Jenolen, U.S.S., NCC-2010: a Sydney-class transport ship lost in
2294; Montgomery Scott was aboard as a passenger; it was
presumed destroyed by the Tholians; the Enterprise-B was involved
with the search and rescue operations after the ship disappeared
(source: “Relics” by Ron Moore, TNG6; Chekov’s Enterprise by
Randall Landers, OAL)

Jefferies tube: a crawlspace in various sections of the ship which
allows engineering personnel to examine the circuitry of the vessel
(source: Star Trek by Gene Roddenberry, TOS)
Jeffers, Brad, Lieutenant: Human male; Assistant Chief of Security
of Starbase 27 when it was destroyed in 2275 by the Klingons
(source: The Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)

Jenson, Stanley, M.D.: a Terran male; in the 2160's, a senior
physician at the Starfleet Academy Medical Center; treated Jim
Lemoyne for Centauran meningo-encephalitis (source: “Studying the
Field” by Jim Ausfahl, OAA)

Jefferson, S.S.: an Altair-class passenger starliner which travels
between Earth and Serenidad (source: Chekov's Enterprise by
Randall Landers, OAL)

Jergens, _____: a Human male, aide to Federation Commissioner
Joseph C. Grant (source: The Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)

Jeh Dahseh, Tanlila Pendalila: a Cygnetian female; a councillor to
the queen of Cygnet XII; a healer of repute and a cousin to
Ambassador Dah Tecumseh; part of the Cygnetian delegation aboard
the Enterprise in 2268 (source: In the Line of Duty by Nicole Comtet,
OAB)

Jergens, Sue: Human female, a cadet at Starfleet Academy in 2253;
one of Gary Mitchell’s girlfriends at the Academy (source: “Salt” by
Linda McInnis, OAA)

Jenkins, _____, Ensign: a Human male; a young crewman who
works as a steward aboard the Enterprise through the ship’s galley;
he served Romulan ale to the Cygnetian delegation in 2268 (source:
In the Line of Duty by Nicole Comtet, OAB)

jet boots: type of boot which uses jet engines to provide lift for its
wearers (source: Star Trek V: The Final Frontier by William Shatner
et al, TFF)
“Jewel of Thesia, The”: the symbol of the Secretary of the Legation
of Unity, the government of the planet Straleb; it is passed down from
father to son (source: “The Outrageous Okona” by Les Menchen et al,
TNG2)

Jenkins, Chris, Cadet: a Human male; part of Reichard’s landing
party in 2297 on Varassing II; specialized in Klingon thought and
culture at the Academy, and became a Klingon mole; rendered
Reichard unconscious when signaled by Klingons on Varassing II;
killed by Klingons anyhow (source: “Fallen Giants” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAK)

jheesta: a Kiloni delicacy; it must be consumed on the day it is
prepared, otherwise it will go rancid and produce and very unpleasant
smell; “as foul as day-old jheesta” is a Kiloni expression (source:
“Persephone’s Dance” by Mike Bagneski, OAB)

Jenkins, Denise, Lieutenant, junior grade: a Human female; a
security officer and computer specialist aboard the Enterprise in 2273;
supposedly a farm girl from South Dakota who joined Starfleet;
actually, a Klingon agent planted on the Enterprise; was Security
Chief Lieutenant Pavel A. Chekov’s girlfriend; he was forced to kill her
to prevent her from killing Captain Kirk in 2273; she had already killed
a Klingon traitor who was onboard the Enterprise to testify against the
Klingon Empire (source: Klingons! by Randall Landers & Nomad,
OAD)

jI’lob: pIqaD Klingonese expression for “I obey” (source: The Klingon
Dictionary by Marc Okrand, TSfS)
Jiang, Marcus: a Human male; a security guard aboard the Farragut
in 2254; part of the first landing party commanded by Lieutenant Kirk
(source: “Command Potential” by Donna S. Frelick, OAA)
jihad: a holy war; the term comes from Ancient Earth when the
Muslims waged a holy war against those “infidels” who did not believe
in Allah; now used to apply to any war which has religious causes
(source: “The Jihad” by Stephen Kandel, TAS1)

Jenkins, Doug: a Human male; police reporter on the planet
Chrysalis in 2295; he reported on Tony Balent and Romy Callahan’s
involvement with the counterfeit klingots (source: A Little Family
Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)

jIH bang SoH: a pIqaD Klingonese phrase for “I love you”; Khalian
used this phrase as the key to unlocking Marschut’s memory after he
kidnapped her and had her programmed (source: Liberation from Hell
by d. William Roberts, OAE)

Jenkins, Karen, Ensign: a Human female; a tiny woman, but with a
dynamic personality; she was also a soft-hearted romantic; she loved
slow dancing, chivalrous conduct; loved to read, and an amateur
writer; she had a wicked sense of humor, and would go to all sorts of
trouble to pull off a good joke; a firm moral center, if she saw a wrong,
she would go to any length to correct it; she served aboard the
Enterprise in 2287 as an engineering officer; she died in a serious
accident which injured ten other crewmembers; a fire had broken out,
and Lieutenant Cody had given the all clear, allowing Captain Kirk to
order the area flooded with fire suppressant; Jenkins was still in the
vicinity, and she was smothered to death by the fire suppressant;
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jIHSaH: pIqaD Klingonese for “I care.” (source: “Tryst” by Linda
McInnis, OAE)
“JIlajneS. qhIj qet jaghmeyjaj.”: Klingon ritual response of one who
is invited to be another’s cha’DIch; its literal translation is “I accept
with honor. May your enemies run with fear.” (source: “Sins of the
Father” by Ron Moore et al, TNG3)
_____, Jill: a Human female; in November 2278, she was a cadet
aboard the Enterprise for a training cruise; she was training in the
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engineering section and was unaware of the Enterprise Incident
(source: Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole Comtet, OAE)

and irreversible brain damage; rendezvoused a week later with the
U.S.S. Exeter to help establish the Gamma Hydrae IV colony; the ship
was damaged in 2276 from an accidental collision with a freighter
(source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB; “Interlude” by
Rowena G. Warner, OAE)

jImIplaH: a class M planet in the Klingon Star Empire, orbiting a red
dwarf star; the planet is registered to the House of Durit; in pIqaD
Klingonese, its name means “I’m Going to Be Rich”; its southern pole
perpetually faces the dim star; formerly a mining colony—titanium ore,
high-grade, by all reports; closed down in 2265; Durit stationed
defense satellites in the system’s Oort cloud, cloaked and designed
to fire photon torpedoes upon approaching enemy vessels (source:
Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)

John Muir Woods: a grove of redwood trees north of San Francisco
(source: “First Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA)
“Johnny Appleseed”: see “Intruder”
“Johnson”: by all appearances, a Xartheb male who frequented the
White Dwarf, a bar on Bellatrix XI, and a part of the arms cartel on that
planet; actually a Starfleet Intelligence agent known as Commander
Arnold J. Chartoff (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick,
OAB)

jImIplaH – Warehouse #2: location to which Kor, Koloth and
Kang’s forces beamed down (source: Liberation from Hell by d.
William Roberts, OAE)
jIQoS: a pIqaD Klingonese phrase meaning “I’m sorry” (source:
Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)

Johnson, ______: 1) a Human male; a resident of Merindol; he
serves as Governor Saunders’ butler (source: “The Ride of the
Valkyries” by Nicole Comtet, OAB) 2) a Human male; a Starfleet
Academy instructor; he was fond of comparing battles to football
games (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG) 3) a Terran
male; in 2252, he was a neighbor of the Kirks in Riverside, Iowa;
Marjorie Kirk leased him their land to farm; every fall he builds a corn
maze and sells tickets (source: “Adventures in Iowa” by D. G.
Littlefield, OAA) 4) a Human male; in 2266, he was a newly assigned
graduate of Starfleet Academy who was assigned to the U.S.S.
Enterprise; 6’4” with black hair and blue eyes and a granite face; stiff
in demeanor; did not speak to anyone while being ferries to the
Enterprise; referred to derisively as “Ensign Starfleet” (source: “First
Tour” by Patricia Wright, OAB)

jIvQIv: pIqaD Klingonese for “ignorant inferior” (source: “Tryst” by
Linda McInnis, OAE)
jIyajchu’: pIqaD Klingonese for “I understand” (source: Star Trek III:
The Search for Spock by Harve Bennett, TSfS)
jo’kan tree: tall, with lots of branches, but without any leaves; capable
of surviving in the heat of a desert; native to Xantharus IV (source:
“Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA)
_____, Joachim: a Eugenics-enhanced Terran male; one of Khan’s
younger supermen; he grew up to become Khan’s adjutant (source:
Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett,
TWoK)

Johnson, _____, Ensign: a black Human male; security guard sent
down to protect the landing party on Delta Aquilae IV; L’Chi
approached him to ask him questions; security officer aboard the
Enterprise from 2266 to 2270, and from 2273 to 2275 (source: “The
McAulliffe Rescue” by Tina Schinella, OAB; The Daystrom Project by
Nomad, OAD)

_____, Joachin: a Eugenics-enhanced Terran male; one of Khan’s
supermen; he was Khan’s adjutant (source: “Space Seed” by Carey
Wilber & Gene L. Coon, TOS1)
“Joanie”: McCoy’s nickname for Joanna McCoy (source: “The
Unforgiving Minute” by Rob Morris, OAH)
_____, Joe: 1) a Human male; a mechanic at the repair yards of 679
Andromedae; he supervised the repair of the Zephyr after its battle
with the Orions (source: No Cold Wind by Ann Zewen, OAB) 2) a
Terran male; leader of group that in 2252 stole antiques from the local
museum that had been donated by Jim Kirk’s grandfather (source:
“Adventures in Iowa” by D. G. Littlefield, OAA) 3) a Human male; in
2266, he was bartender on the U.S.S. Enterprise (source: "First Tour"
by Patricia Wright, OAB)

Johnson, _____, Lieutenant: a Human male; Enterprise security
guard from 2268 until 2270; he was injured by the Klingons during the
Enterprise’s encounter with the hate-consuming entity (source: “Day
of the Dove” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
Johnson, Blaine: a Human male; editor in chief of the North
American NewsFax; he was called in by Admiral Komack and asked
if Rose Osborne would like to accompany the crew of the Enterprise
on a mission shortly after an article about the Starfleet pantaloons was
printed (source: “Comeuppance” by Cathy German, OAB)

_____, Joey: a sandy-haired Human male; a security officer at
Starfleet Headquarters in San Francisco in 2294; a bit of a bigot, he
and his partner challenged a Kh’myr Klingon at Headquarters, only to
learn it was Miguel Mendoza; they were rebuked by Captain Sulu
(source: Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

Johnson, Casey: see “Johnson, K.C.”

Johanessen, Helen, Lieutenant: a Human female; an old “friend” of
Captain James T. Kirk of the Enterprise and Commander Piper of
Starbase 11 (source: “The Menagerie” by Gene Roddenberry, TOS1)

Johnson, David: a tall, red-haired Human male, born in 2247; an
engineering cadet in 2268; he once got a team of cadets lost in the
solid waste reclamation plant of Starbase 15; one of a group of cadets
who came aboard the Enterprise; he got lost in the Jefferies tubes
(source: “Fairy Tale Ending” by Joanne K. Seward, OAB)

Johannsen, O.L.: a Terran male; a 22nd century author; his noted
work is titled Let’s Be Reasonable: I’m Just Fine, and So Are You
(source: “Da Woid” by Cathy German, OAD)

Johnson, Elaine: a Human female; colonist on Gamma Hydrae IV
who contracted the radiation-induced aging and died aboard the
Enterprise (source: “The Deadly Years” by David Harmon, TOS2)

joHma: pIqaD Klingonese term for “our lord,” sometimes used in
sarcastic vein, but such a tone often results in death...or worse
(source: “A Klingon Holiday” by Randall Landers, OAD)

Johnson, Frederick “Fred”: a Human male; holds honorary rank of
lieutenant; stationed aboard the Cooper since 2272; an astrochemist
(source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)

John F. Kennedy, U.S.S., NCC-1263: a Ranger-class vessel; under
the command of Captain L.C. Tannebaum in 2254; on Stardate
0819.2, the J.F.K. failed to complete a survey of the class M planet
Rho Orionis V because eight of its crewman perished from massive

Johnson, K. C. “Casey,” M.D., D.O., Ph.D., Commander: a Human
female; chief medical officer of the Cooper since 2272; former porn
star, Aaron Cord regards her as one of the greatest porn stars in
history; from 2252 until 2284, she was the only medic aboard the
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Cooper; on-call twenty-four hours; noted for having an extremely
vulgar vocabulary, which she is prone to demonstrate; has shared
cabin 3C12 with Commander Hikaru Sulu from 2275 until 2283;
serves as the recreation supervisor for the ship; in 2284, she was
assigned to the Alliance (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall
Landers, OAE; “The Beggar’s Tooth” by Randall Landers, OAE; “Just
a Little Training Cruise” by Randall Landers, OAE; The Dianasian Gift
by Carol Davis, OAG; A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers &
Nomad, OAJ)

“Questions” by Nomad, OAF)
Jones, David: a Human male; he was seen in the transmission from
the Excelsior to the Enterprise following the end of the mission to
Khitomer; a geological technician aboard the U.S.S. Excelsior from
2293 until he died in February 2295 when a drill being used to explore
Thor’s Hammer on Muselpheim IV hit a pocket of superheated kraylon
gas which spewed outward, killing the landing party instantly (source:
A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ; bortaS choQ
by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

Johnson, Robert, Ph.D.: a Human male; colonist on Gamma Hydrae
IV who contracted the radiation-induced aging and died aboard the
Enterprise (source: “The Deadly Years” by David Harmon, TOS2)

Jones, John: a Human male; in 2297, a cadet assigned to the
Hyperion for practical training; part of Team 3 during the Renzalian
Madweed crisis (source: “The Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

Johnson, Theodore “Ted”: a Human male born in the early 2200's;
he is the 113 Cancri VII delegate to the Federation Council (source:
“The Price of Peace” by Randall Landers, OAB)

Jones, Miranda, Ph.D.: a blind Human female with strong telepathic
powers; she accomplished one of the first telepathic links with a
Medusan, namely Ambassador Kollos; she uses a sensor web to
navigate her way around; a former lover of Lawrence Marvick (source:
“Is There in Truth, No Beauty?” by Jean Lisette Aroeste, TOS3)

joHwI’: pIqaD Klingonese term for “my lord,” an honorific (source: Star
Trek III: The Search for Spock by Harve Bennett, TSfS)

Jonson, Michael: a Human male; a security officer and back-up helm
officer; in 2264, he was “changed” into a vampire by one of Akia’s
followers and helped Akia maintain control of the ship by taking
Teller’s place on the bridge; killed when Pike and his officers retook
the bridge (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad,
OAA)

Joining: a Betazoid marriage ceremony, widely regarded as one of
the most beautiful in the galaxy; it begins when the entire wedding
party removes their clothing, symbolizing total love (source: “Haven”
by Tracey Torme, TNG1)
“joining”: what Sylvia sought with Captain James Kirk while they
were both on Pyris VII; a sharing of their minds and mental powers is
what she suggested; given her betrayal of Korob, her claims were
dubious at best (source: “Catspaw” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)

Jordan, Kevin: a Human male; in 2295, he held the rank of
Lieutenant Commander and the position of Chief Science Officer
aboard the Excelsior; he was seen in the transmission from the
Excelsior to the Enterprise following the end of the mission to
Khitomer; his "smarter-than-thou" attitude was irritating to Captain
Sulu, but he was brilliant, if not erratic and insufferable; fortunately, his
assistant chief science officer, Lieutenant LeeAnn Feltman, always
managed to keep him in line, and Sulu was glad to have the two topnotch science officers in his command; usually stationed at Science
1; he died in February 2295 when a drill being used to explore Thor’s
Hammer on Muselpheim IV hit a pocket of superheated kraylon gas
which spewed outward, killing the landing party instantly (source:
“Spider's Lair” by Randall Landers, OAJ; A Little Family Secret by
Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ; bortaS choQ by Elizabeth Knauel,
OAJ)

“Joining Day”: the Amerind term for “wedding day” (source: “The
Paradise Syndrome” by Margaret Armen, TOS3)
jolan tru: a Romulan expression translated as “have a nice day” but
usually said sardonically (source: “Unification” by Michael Pillar et al,
TNG5)
jolyIchu’: pIqaD Klingonese for “activate the transporter beam”
(source: Star Trek III: The Search for Spock by Harve Bennett, TSfS)
_____, Jon: a Human male; the chief engineer of the Triton from
2270 until 2275; he died when the starliner was destroyed by the
Klingon battlecruiser Amon (source: The Daystrom Project by Nomad,
OAD)
Jonax: a small, thin, almost inconspicuous looking Lodahli male; in
2274, he served on the same Panel of Inquiry of which Chekov was
a part; he was a Holder of the Secret Knowledge; a Holder of the
Secret Knowledge named Marlu forced Jonax to abandon his role as
a Seeker of Laughter and Thrills and become a Holder of the Hidden
Knowledge after Jonax stumbled across a bit of the Hidden
Knowledge (source: “A Serpent In Eden” by Jim Ausfahl, OAD)

Jordan, Michael, Ensign: a Human male; an Enterprise computer
technician from 2266 until 2270; he was usually stationed in the
auxiliary control room; when the Norman android of the planet Mudd
took over the Enterprise, he was the officer on duty who was
overwhelmed by the android (source: “I, Mudd” by Stephen Kandel,
TOS2)
_____, Jorge: a Human male; in 2229, an employee at the Vulcan
Embassy in San Francisco (source: “The Logical Choice” by elise,
OAA)

Jones, Cyrano: a Human male; a wandering trader and nuisance
who deals in Spican flame gems, Antarean glow water, and tribbles;
cheerful, jovial, he is heavy-set and has curly brown hair; in 2267, he
was instructed by Captain James Kirk of the Enterprise to “clean up”
the tribbles at Deep Space Station K-7 or face imprisonment for
transporting and selling dangerous animals; in 2269, he obtained a
reprieve of sorts, and got hold of some antiquated 20th century
motorbikes and sold them to Merindolian youths; he used the
proceeds to acquire a Klingon genetically constructed tribble predator,
known as a glommer, to help him accomplish his Herculean task; the
Klingons forcibly retrieved the glommer, and Jones was assigned
back to K-7 to continue his task alone; involved with illegal trading on
the station, he was eventually sent to the Starfleet Maximum Security
Detention Center on Alcatraz (source: “The Trouble with Tribbles” by
David Gerrold, TOS2; “The Ride of the Valkyries” by Nicole Comtet,
OAB; “More Tribbles, More Troubles” by David Gerrold, TAS1;
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Jorgenson, Michael: a Human male; young, handsome, impetuous,
blond, fair-complexioned; fiancé of Melinda Daystrom in 2275 when
she was captured by the Kh’myr as a part of their Daystrom Project;
the couple was married in 2276 (source: The Daystrom Project by
Nomad, OAD)
Josephs, Mitch, Lieutenant: a Human male; Enterprise security
guard who discovered the murdered body of Ambassador Gav
(source: “Journey to Babel” by D.C. Fontana, TOS2)
_____, Jouf: a Centaurian male; in 2254, he was a mining engineer
at Chi Capricorni II and helped Kirk and his landing party defeat the
Tellarites who had taken over the mines there (source: “Command
Potential” by Donna S. Frelick, OAA)
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Journal for Working Parents: a 23 century publication; Doctor
Anaper Oti’s mother-in-law gave her a subscription to this publication
as a hint (source: The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

Jugurtha, U.S.S., NCC-527: a Starfleet Siva-class destroyer; in 2285,
it was part of Task Force Four; lost with all hands when the Kelvan
overran The Line (source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

Journal of Xenobiology: a prestigious publication in the 23rd century;
George Samuel Kirk, Jr., was published in it from time to time; he was
working on another paper when the Blastoneurons infested the planet
(source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)

Jumm: a Kh’myr Klingon male, security officer of the paSloghlam; he
was forced to kill Commander Kruk, his captain, when Kruk became
HaDIbaHqempa’ (the ancestral beast); a minor bridge officer,
Toghy’ym was supposed to record netQIjbogh but didn’t; Jumm was
found floating outside an airlock without wearing a spacesuit, and
Toghy’ym became the captain of the paSloghlam (source: “A Klingon
Holiday” by Randall Landers, OAD)

“Jove”: nickname for the Jovian Platform (source: The Plumber’s
Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Jovian Platform: a spacecraft launched from Earth in 2052; it was
designed to act as a space station from which Terran scientists could
conduct research in Jupiter orbit; secretly, it was also going to study
the nearby asteroid belt to determine if any could be used as
weapons; the Jovian Platform had been sabotaged, presumably by
Colonel Green’s supporters, and on March 14th 2053, part of it
exploded, sending the ship spiraling out of the solar system above the
ecliptic; out of the twenty-four stationed aboard her, there was only
one survivor: Giacomo Eletto; a rescue mission was in the planning
stages, but never commenced due to the outbreak of World War III on
March 18th 2053; it was found in 2288 by the Enterprise while en route
to Gamma Virginis; a survivor (in suspended animation) was rescued;
Scotty began repairs to the unit after the Enterprise towed the station
to orbit above Gamma Virginis II; Scotty replaced the fusion reactor
power supply with an antimatter/matter reactor; he used tritanium to
repair the holes in its hull (as opposed to the ultrasteel used in its
original construction) and transparent aluminum on its dome and
restored the station to its original spaceworthiness; the station still
orbits Gamma Virginis II as a historical monument (source: The
Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

jumper: an aircraft capable of vertical takeoff, flown at the Academy
(source: “Helmsman” by Nomad, OAA)
Jumseh, Dorali Mendali: a Cygnetian female; a First Secretary in
their society; part of the Cygnetian delegation aboard the Enterprise
in 2268; she was the secretary to the Ambassador Dah Tecumseh
(source: In the Line of Duty by Nicole Comtet, OAB)
Junior Tribunes: the three members of the Aquan community of
Argo who are in training to become Senior Tribunes; currently, Lemus,
Nephro and Rila are the Junior Tribunes; the Junior Tribunes are
much more liberal than the Senior Tribunes; they are more
progressive and wish to abandon some of the older laws (source:
“The Ambergris Element” by Margaret Armen, TAS1)
Jupiter (Sol V): largest planet of the Sol star system, a gas giant; its
diameter is 142,000 kilometers; the planet and its moons comprise a
mini-solar system of its own (although Jupiter’s temperature is not
sufficient to warm the moons) (source: Burnham’s Celestial
Handbook)
Jupiter Comcon: the Jovian system’s space central port
authority; all traffic into Jupiter orbit must have clearance from
Jupiter Comcon (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP)

Jovian run: a Starfleet shuttle route between Jupiter and Earth; often
an assignment for midshipmen and ensigns (source: “Chains of
Command” by Frank Abatemarco & Ron Moore, TNG6)

Jupiter Station: a Starfleet orbital research and development
facility located in orbit above Jupiter (source: “The Cloud” by
Brannon Braga et al, VOY1; Old Feuds by d. William Roberts,
OAM)

Jovian system: Jupiter and its moons are referred to as the Jovian
system; the Enterprise flew by it on its way to meet V’ger (source: Star
Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
“Joy to you”: a Betan greeting (source: “The Return of the Archons”
by Boris Sobelman, TOS1)

Jupiter: a brand of automobile on 892-IV (source: “Bread and
Circuses” by Gene Roddenberry & Gene L. Coon, TOS2; “The
Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)

Joyce, James: a Terran male, 1882 – 1941; Joyce was an expatriate
Irish writer and poet, widely considered to be one of the most
influential writers of the 20th century (source: “Finnegan’s Challenge”
by Diane Doyle, OAB)

Jupiter Mark VIII: a popular sports car on 892-IV (source:
“Bread and Circuses” by Gene Roddenberry & Gene L. Coon,
TOS2; “The Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)

_____, Jozef: a Terran male of Central European extration; the father
of one of David Marcus’ friends in 2264; he went on a fateful camping
trip to Sequoia National Park in the Sierra Nevada range; following
Jim Kirk’s orders, he helped save Red Clancey’s life (source: Boy
Scout by Ann Zewen, OAA)

Jupiter Mark XI: the fastest car on the market on Tellus (892-IV)
in 2284 (source: “The Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)
jurkim: the Klingon equivalent of buttered rum; served as an afterwork drink; an intoxicant (source: Klingons! by Randall Landers &
Nomad, OAD)

Jtarok: a Centaurian female; a renowned early 23rd century musician;
Peter Kirk enjoys her music (source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob
Morris, OAH)

jus senates: a Romulan soup akin to the Terran lentil soup (source:
The Star Trek Cooking Manual by Mary Ann Piccard, TOS)

_____, Juan: a Human male; an officer aboard the U.S.S. Grissom
until its destruction in 2283 (source: “You Are Not Alone” by Chris
Dickenson, OAF)

Justinian Code: laws enacted during the reign of Justinian I in
ancient Byzantine on Earth; Samuel Cogsley cites it (source: “Court
Martial” by Don Mankiewicz & Steven Carabatsos, TOS1)

Judge Advocate General: Starfleet office in charge of administering
law within Starfleet and its personnel (source: Starfleet Technical
Manual by Franz Joseph, TOS)

Juuu: an Ian male; a philosopher who noted that “Power corrupts,
and absolute power corrupts absolutely.” (source: Insanity’s Child by
Randall Landers, OAL)

Judge Advocate General’s corps: lawyers available to
Starfleet officers come from this pool (source: Old Feuds by d.
William Roberts, OAM)
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